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United Arab Emirates 
 
The United Arab Emirates is an Arabian Peninsula nation 
settled mainly along the Persian Gulf that was formed from 
seven sheikhdoms. Dubai is the site of ultramodern Burj Khalifa 
tower, enormous shopping centres and extravagant 
attractions, such as the indoor Ski Dubai.  
 
Abu Dhabi, the island capital, is home to Sheikh Zayed Grand 
Mosque, with crystal chandeliers and room for 41,000 
worshippers. 
 
Highlights of the tour 

• Rich cultural heritage and warm hospitality 

• Spectacular modern architecture 

• Wide variety of shopping options to choose from 

• Easy visa formalities  
 
Time Zone: GMT + 4 hrs   Electricity: 230 V – Type C, D G:  Currency: Dirham 
When to visit:  Round the year  Best Period: October to April  Indian Food: Available 
 
Major Cities and Activities: 

• Dubai: the sci-fi-esque city of iconic skyscrapers, palm-shaped islands, city-sized malls, indoor ski slopes and 
palatial beach resorts.  

• Abu Dhabi: the country's capital, is quickly gaining a reputation as a hub of culture, sport and leisure. 
Beyond its borders looms the vast Al Gharbia desert, whose magical silence is interrupted only by the 
whisper of shifting dunes rolling towards Saudi Arabia. 

• Sharjah: called the nation’s cultural capital, has the country's best museums.  

• Ajman and Umm Al Quwain: provide glimpses of life in the pre-oil days. 

• Ras Al Khaimah: mountains, deserts and ancient cultural sites to beaches, mangroves, water sports and 
more 

• Fujairah: For the best swimming and diving in UAE, in the clear waters of the Gulf of Oman 
 
Suggested itineraries: 
 
03 or 04 nights Dubai   

With Dhow Cruise, Desert Safari, view from 124th floor of Burj Khalifa, Indian meals and Shopping. 
 
03 nights Dubai + 02 nights Abu Dhabi  

with Dhow Cruise, Desert Safari, Sheikh Zayed Mosque, Ferrari World, Indian meals and Shopping. 
 
03 nights Dubai + 02 nights Yas Island  

with Dhow Cruise, Desert Safari, view from 124th floor of Burj Khalifa, Ferrari World and Grand Prix Circuit, 
Indian meals and Shopping. 

 
Accommodation options:  
When it comes to accommodation in the United Arab Emirates you may expect purely five (or six, or seven...) star 
hotels and high-end luxury; while these glamorous hotels do indeed exist, there are plenty of options should your 
budget be a little tighter...You can find hotels for every interest, be it city life, in the desert or a beach property. 
 
Flight connections: 
Besides the national carrier of Dubai, Emirates and national carrier of Abu Dhabi, Etihad Airways, several other 
airlines like Air India, Jet Airways, Spicejet, Indigo Airways fly on the India – UAE route. One can fly UAE’s low cost 
airlines, Air Arabia and FlyDubai also from different India cities. 


